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Shaking hands no

loudly = hand quake with finger bend & trudgy, 

knees knead for good things

Come to push down finger to girls two not right

angels to John becoming pull from age
Is this July?

Aug 29
1925

Soft

Washington as 12 midnight. Off going early in taxi with stream.

12:00 I met and Grandma, 250 o'clock. Kedder got to sleep much before one and consequently slept till just after the times we pulled in.

New York, dressed in a grey suit.

C. S. thought we would have to wear
too long, and without using a

washing machine off. Sale at 13% off. Banya, 40% off.

and Bully

Aug 30

Ralph and John we do.

and to the Excelsior Club 47 West 76th St. New York.

Bout had to go off to work

as I shared a walk and went to Breakfast at the

Richlinae lunch at 72 brass 25% off. Lunch, James & Bran.

as Banya had dinner. Place I wanted

trains had little

thing to American Museum to see if they

had any influence with museum

line almost free plus a excess

luggage. Mr. Coyle, letter to

to the museum, has not clear letter.

penned, read and said the world

stuffed in a following

stream. I asked of the time.
July 2.

Mr. S. W. Craftsman had troubles like that on the way to London. Said the price under the last, to look back from the company. He had originally planned to stay down to see Mr. S. W. Craftsman. To very young man so much, I'll let it. If you're in the morning for my own and when I. But it was the man himself. He said this year, there will be already also your expense, and the news all the line to it after the 10 late case for Hudson late 51 had landed.

July 30th Mr. S. W. Craftsman like that on the way to London. Said the price under the last, to look back from the company. He had originally planned to stay down to see Mr. S. W. Craftsman. To very young man so much, I'll let it. If you're in the morning for my own and when I. But it was the man himself. He said this year, there will be already also your expense, and the news all the line to it after the 10 late case for Hudson late 51 had landed.
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of docks at B.A. He told me that
him from R.M. didn't own Piers in Brazil
that Carpo has discharge right as
Customs House Pier otherwise they
would be glad to store my junk
for me. Possibly he said. After
James Stevenson was in charge there
and then he would do everything he
could for me. They the Brazilian
officials would probably extend me
diplomatic favors. But I was one of
the few who have distinguished our
thorn path any more especially
in U.S. Times click clock
10:05. I have to leave New York via loan 19th
140231. 9 a.m. then there was
good news about C.C. for night of
Get $800 on a $10,000 check
Keep money dry $1.17 (expected
in next). I will check tomorrow
Clack to wash up and get pie of
brinjal. Had meanwhile been in 51010
stove and bought small native. By
the way after breakfast a lady in
hair and 50% of tried to sign a
thing as 76 in the neighborhood had went
to sign some without signature. One
drug store had one for $2.00.
I don't get hick to wear till morning
then Peter brought to me his
as the hand clock had them 51
and came 25% of dinner.
Called up Mrs. Brade but please
began that night, that she could
see her the night off after 9:00—
up at a Hung on C. Pleasant
church 233, Pop. 1,16th. West
driving back into writing room and
bought a bottle of wine and smoked
I

I

Bagnio. Stopped on my back to mom of Clun. 2nd up, reading till 12.30 a.m., then I got up and walked about. The road was pretty bare, and Pate and I got through talking, held up.

Aug. 31. Got up at 7.30. Went up at 9.30. To start, to have a day with Rudolf. So we parted company at the 2nd St. At 9.30 the train arrived at Bally. Such same stuff again. (357) After, the train left at 6.45 a.m. Stopped to 14.30, and took off from Hove Station 2 by 4.30 a.m. to Bally. Then after coming at the station, to walk after Latter. Got them all together for the last one.

They were very nice. Stopped and got all together for the last one. Stopped at the station. By the way, there was a misprint. Racing day.

started rain might before arrived all day and all night till after midnight. Had planned to Bridgeport to see Mr. O'Neill on the 12.30 train, but had a castle of room at Guinea made them impossible. After leaving Guinea called back Pier 3 last, my hands and feet were hard and my face was as red as an apple.复杂 stuff, as I have some 165. Fig. 340 and 16.26. Then towards a 0 more till 9.50. Then I have to try again for camera case back. After got back, I have a hand and hold it. Then come, last and not go. And I am not, as I do not get permanent. Known as "meat". Total 9.30 to 6. Big get off. Later, extra take away and carry over. Called Pincay again, but already continued.
30th and then called Pete, & drove
there to pick him up. We clicked
Buchard & 1 + 10 = 11:45. By 11:45
Buchard & 12.44. We got to Buchard
first & 12:44. We had to Buchard's
beach house. We were unsuccessful
had lunch at Buchard for 6. A lot of
men's farewell headquarters for lunch.

7:30 & this still more than 2, and
to go down to Buchard to go
and just went to Pemaquid to
then take elevator 5+F. Stopped
at 104, then take elevator 5+F. It was
Bennett 754 & lots of 6.54. The
get an elevator & go to bid seat for
hotel, but they had none much lack
to leave from there. They took me
to Bennett Club where I was to
meet Pete. He had gotten there a little
early & had gone swimming. We hung
it was just before noon to wait for
him. Had dinner with him and then
one of Pete's colleagues. By then we
got through with dinner & down
a few minutes in the time to go
to see the mosques & watch an
airplane which later became a plane
to Walk Ame. Very pretty out on
the neighborhood. He was after work
to the Church which was a hell. Walk
the games. Dad to wait till 9:30
but with the outside as it was still
raining. We then take him back up in
although the closer to the line. Had
to her apartment and stayed there for
him. Dad a pleasant lady, she has
a very cozy place, but we didn't
mean the eggs aren't too late. Got
back from there, noon 12, had egg salad
+ green beans at B & B. Lunch and the
back home to bed. Got up about
9:30 to had eat get ready for hair
On the Pier, they had all my baggage ready at the hotel and arrived at the hotel, with baggage. On the Pier, they had all my baggage, and the Bill was ready at the hotel, with baggage. On the Pier, they had all my baggage, and the Bill was ready at the hotel, with baggage.
...and did burn a bowl of figs like eating almost in all the young days. I used to feel like it. We'd have a meal to boot away with a guest. But there was a habit that I always tried to keep away from, but there was a little bit of the devil in me to get a good picture of. Also, it was close to a few times when I'd come in... I wanted pictures of him. Also, they were close to a few times when I'd come in... I wanted pictures of him. Also, they were close to a few times when I'd come in...

...of silent. I did take turning through yellow areas of N.Y. But that's a bit far for the meander to mind, one of the 13th, and the other, 14th... if it will help someone to good a gift if they sent him... She was below... My first hand, it was later to talk with the Mr. Valentine with whom I have a real and also lead to a scheme of a guest, gentleman, and in his owns thoughts. The Explorer Club, a friend of... Mr. Bragman gave me a card to a man. Gregory, who had just married a Mexican girl, and...
Valentine, Adam + myself. Muriel Scott + Mrs. Gregory. I found her with her late mother and the two of them. I gave him the card & card. I met her at the dining room door as she was headed for an office. I had been unable to locate her before and I did not like to speak to her name (I regret Valentine has travelled before & has given me lots of hints & advice). Tell me they will love, for now in your own words, you and your. But I know. Tell me you need of it as the meals give you more than you have. Have you seen the red shirt they all have had regularly minus doesn’t my dog. (she’s been a picky, moody, ill-tempered creature) little of her. Usually

came down for dinner, but dinner always done stay there & longer. Lowly to see her at breakfast for you may suffer the meal are at thirty & quality to do something for a few years. You can have an old left on any and the table is always on whatever you will for the sometimes even more.

[Handwritten note:]

12th Century morning breakfast after their walk in the garden. They had a chain around in the a white head dress in 1900, to fork around. Must take a few more things. Had lunch. Took a nap the night before. He had lain only a nap in the time that Dones hung one of these. The first night, as always, a little more than Dones.
Before I realized it I was off on the deck and after my shave it wasn’t long before bedtime came around. In the after-
noon they have music and they call the music room or recreation
room where the library and Maggie
phonograph and pictures are. Of
Saturday nights and Sunday nights
is in the after deck to which most of
the married folks dance, Cadets,
Valentine and I sometimes sit and
listen and other times not

In the further 8:30 clock I did
find my shirt study but not the
light butting. Though our study
EGS were no more known then
up when they are turned on.
breakfast at 8:30 - 9. Such 1-2 "dishes", 7:30 to 8:30 with a high cold before each one. In the prison they drink aroundbilbo and crackers or double cut in the afternoon alm 4:00 they have iced tea and coffee. Sometimes we were at a lunch or dinner in another cell to write the staff list. Here we write you nightly. 11 mondays might the second might most of the men, four antiques, and did games. The from being the first might did not continue to do any but every might after the 4th ladies like us. They usually wear some style in sport dress for breakfast and the same dress for lunch only.

One of the Togus cut just on in a dressing at lunch a small white felt cap. You wear it at lunch, the finding the feed on a blanket or eating chop. Of dinner, last day some most of the shades to pass the time away.

Aug 3 Monday.

After breakfast watched then light the paper works from four until the dining pot is suspended here at side of the counter and had corn to smoke, but when the opt filled up had a lot of oil floating on the surface. Toiled around a little with the shuffler and game, as they were going to arrange a games committee in handy putting to have competition among the passengers. There are about 75 if all told.
The little boys quite tiny talk to
him, the lady carriage outside
them. The Grove Craggs 3-19
and that's not a little girl.
otherwise most of the men are S.A.
agents for various manufacturing
firms who have been lured to head-
quarters in the States, and are now
given back to their field stations.
Mrs. Kinnaird (one man) and the coach
and 6 horses. The Bureau of Fishes
then in a sort of Sherriff Cagney
with the Sherriff Cagney. God bless the
these didn't find any good into
the adventure game in Bureau
lines or B.A. in every one calls
it. Your just 9 the letter. A very
by whole lot of introduction,

Love and quite a list of talking with
some of the men who live in Buenos
Aires. B.A. and the name of their
Carras^ steamer down along the
Patacoan coast. every eight or nine
days. We have received that the
country has settled up along the
sea coast down there. Then are
several agents in almost all the
farms all the way down to
Shades of Magellan, and Spanish,
Darien and a letter from the headquar-
tes in B.A. so that he went a load
of my mind. I think we can they
afford now, they how them call in O.K.
close the game which will go
quickly than. Dressed in fine
all the been told. So maybe
you'll see me even or some you.
Thought I was going to see Jackie's big
daily here in Seattle Rainier Club. Have his in
Aug 3. Noted that he

was going to go in July.

August 3 ordered that he
be doing some work. How

getting their program for the

August 3 ordered that he
be doing some work. How
getting their program for the
have made. A course track is laid across the field about 30 feet from our wide marked off 100 yards into our just-wide spaces. There was

paper between our 100 yard mark and the edge of the street. The nearest, which is called one, the next one is called two, and so on.

The horses are numbered 1-6, and on the die is called the horse of the number. The number is moved one space. If more

the number called most oft the king. Then they go again. By putting back

not more than three or in the beginning

of it taken a double number to get the horse on the bundle. Thus before

learned. A course track is laid

cross the field at about 30 feet from our wide, marked off 100 yards into our just-wide spaces. There was

paper between our 100 yard mark and the edge of the street. The nearest, which is called one, the next one is called two, and so on.

The horses are numbered 1-6, and on the die is called the horse of the number. The number is moved one space. If more

the number called most oft the king. Then they go again. By putting back

not more than three or in the beginning

of it taken a double number to get the horse on the bundle. Thus before
Lunch Date came the rest of the ceremony was a few Portuguese men in a fine dinner and English man gave me a special after some review of the tennis with the Valentine. Aft and I have not the room to write all the details and I got the chance of a few of this year. I've gotten the darn tickets to get to see as much as I would. I wish I could visit a hotel near you to better and after this win. Should be getting something to you next week, at least.

Any 5. The a.m. after breakfast I did you more deck tennis. I think to look at my picture in my room.

and fell asleep in the car, then went for lunch. Will the ride for lunch rounded outside my room. At lunch I had to play off a round of deck golf, and have a little bit of deck golf show in a little bit of deck tennis like in the room. The first one little card to me the other.

I got my match in deck tennis in a day or two only but don't expect to eat my letter. This kind of sale on a hard one old hand in the game of tennis, or even a mother being almost all of them. So I finally took to the first club in the tennis club. It wasn't such a nice one or brooks before you can see my.
they still help you the write the letter. I hope they will help you. The write to you again. If you think of anything I need to take note of, please. Send me news a few lines. I am not sure if I am going to get there. I am going to hear from you, but the news mail hasn't been draw at all. Every after, I get these. Did you write a note to the steamer? If so, I didn't get it somehow.

Aug. 6. — Well, I finally got up and out and in the Suwannee. Patrick before breakfast. Then Ruff in boat for myself and really into our wind in a circle or little as small as it was. His reached late for breakfast. After breakfast,
I set to work in my straight chair, read a couple of magazines, and talked to Mr. Valentine and Adams awhile. Before I could realize it, it was lunch time. After lunch, I've been down the line in my room, marking linen. I've got to get around to that. And when the label on the bottle I see the goods should not be packed away in until being washed. I don't know when I'm going to do that. Once the label is off, I've got one of the shirts, got another thing or two of mine and put one on for the clothes. I'm going to put away full the collar bands with my mistake. I'll send off. I know for the heavy. If I need one thing it another. I'll be sending one of my boxes and package home and if I come the will go to the office. So why do I think you will see. I got a letter back early each morning. I am, though, I'll have the card strike. I wish you had gotten from instead of only three lines. You know, so always, and as least 30. We'll send, but the time you need some the milk, will
settled one way or another. Oh yes, I'm with the team, this afternoon. We got the Union markings. And it's got to the 21 hours, before I can forget it off. The way the team and I see it we'll probably go down. Good night dear. For by—

Angel, call it. Just a few more. I'm not a Christian. To the jazz music for a while. We're not too bad of a jazz game. This trip is the same as in my younger days. I fell off a lot of competitive games that I've almost to much of your time. I got a team in New York, Bridge, New York, and I shall return to play. It's just the one night of Ed and I may get all the Del, Slim in Hollywood tonight. I'm not going to get all the deck I wanted after all. What am I going to do? I guess I'll go to the Senate. I don't think the Senate is always good. But there's something else. The two friends that have to get to, and I have to get to, but I am for a backings up. Please, but not to too much. I would like to get a few of the things I don't know to many. And get a deal of all. In the morning I rise at 6:30 or near, 7 for a run in the park. The heat is cleared deck and I might add as the first fellow in the room. Where my breakfast, he all to himself. So for the Captain and I are the only ones given in.
breakfast. The day is getting to be more of a little than anything else. So be it. I'll try to mend my ways. Some things still need a little. Be firm. Strong. Good night.

August 7. Are the men coming too much for you? There's nothing else I can say to you. I am only a little thing, you may not think much of orders or my going out sometimes, but I feel like asking for a second helping of many of them. Played two games of deck golf, but got rid of them. I don't feel in deck tennis. I must try the gym room in drill before I give the, good exercise and lots of fun. Well this afternoon, I got all my shirts dried up and hung the all around my room, drying and I had the girls in ruffel dress for cake. Here after I'm going to make all my purchases and get them. We will save time and travel. I've tried the San Francisco in Patagia. The new man and I are, very much, I think. Many of them are new and much like that, I'm not sure. It feels like the going after all or a little more or same after all. But we shall see if I can if I begin to tell a thing until I began to feel more, one got to try today and a return to one of them. I think it's another such thing again. I don't know what is going on. As good as the thing. I don't see anything at all, just that the men continue...
let the ship be boarded from within. After, the movie, I went down to find my shirt, then fiddled around with some of my patterns, and went off to bed for the rest.

Aug. 8. Saturday. Every told me tattling of what they are going to do to the Equinoxians on getting the lineman or other might, they wanted to have a man named Tall. I'd like the end of it, but their fellow gyps didn't make me to be a second hand, and a gypsy man and woman. Yes, he went to play himself into infatuation with a deer, with cinematic in their manner, at some point when on the way and leg. I will see more players by Valentine in just going to look on and old. It is late; I'm tired and I feel that Gregory can't help this time.

Off on me, I saw some girl the cow. I felt off on me then, and then got to in me, but after losing her before they cal'd me, it considered just as that. Even as mine here, or I've remembered them in the note, they are short in the two people live with him. The pushers you push a card, didn't around over the deck and gave up to a joker in order. If you bet me, you saved me, you get the edge going. One of the objects of the game is to fake off, but I made it off in the cushions. He gets,
on each side of the ship. This he loss a spell. Of course you went to make the nine hole which is in a run by all almost line you lose. Does you opponent as far from where kept to go as possible. You know having to time the floor. Once played off you felt the other man let went off the mark and many stayed right in front of you.

The morning I was pretty mad because in one shot my man got on edge by striking an obstacle and fell. But we were able to get to the water. One of the factors of the game is the number of hazards or obstructions. The blind shot in the middle block. But there are many more changes other traffic. How

like the music. I heard in Paris at the time placed on the best. We didn't play the dance as much. How the Spirit all golf or horse racing. Whether I told you about the you could play or with the girls, with the Symphony

All laughter in the bridge room. Listened I could ask you to hold a good thought. We were. 'How we will if I try to think real hard of you all afternoon. Here you!'
friend, what you'll say of that
abundance. So (though it's due to
be in here) But when I read for
little and like I'll try not to keep
in letter to you and then not more
delaying wish to God, I thought I'd
through the thicker stuff of you but the
and what comes next as well as you
may not need. To give me
this paper loaned and that give me
a day asleep in the style. Go
in the library, gain, in the room
sheet, shift for the one out of
which didn't in the book, but if
the intended name, here and later
have sometimes and to spare the
other parts of them. You'll
once you traced or at your
at the end, once more made. For
nothing else to send you but what
I hold for the book(s) and the
make them in Don't if think of
as many kids. Because as short
now that I have known this
more and it's at least once a
moment I'll just say the
long I shouldn't take you seriously
like just defined right. Just not,
you said and not should do, not
matter what they body. I'm only here
about it.

Still Sunday, all morning the
placed off till quite some of
beginning over in the afternoon.
and it's due to express the
like that I didn't feel the form.
The committee that the way to all
of the deck was given over to the
Captain. So the officers and
men took a day off to get their
way things and put their
weapons back; they only
will come up as chief, all.
That's all the old maquis that's
in due course. I wish I could
get one of you to ride on another
through good lands, between staff
like this and enjoy the call. The
Captain sells all the right staging
we get to Rio; and the music, the
singing, too. It was to pass my 29th
birthday if you were here. I could
sit and light a pipe a little
leftovers at the same time.
Always I wanted at the bath.
I remember to do
much of it alone at the place I
wanted to have in a yard and a boat.
I have the last chance to pick up
with a berth back in the State
adjacent to their region. The crew
were made of them, and of the ace
poker playing solitaire with
Brazilian girls. Home and there
Brazilian girls, home and there
it's Brazil and slavery. It must
and there, ninety. I'm for
all told when the ship is built
for a maximum list of 448
passengers. One slip, only the
slip, which is more than itself.
One slip of the deck fits
here in the host although
trouble might have at least by
Monday morning August 10. The
storm will take off on to
eleven days to Rio de Janeiro.
...that he didn't have his jacket on so we went in the afternoon and he got to some time Tuesday before he was there is the station of the police in the morning. So that I can get settled a little and get rid of my things. He has told half of them and tall here to write a note to Mr. Cushing about the sad day for me. I had this to go to a number of six and the boss was to sell a

My name is in the line. The should have had a good sized house for living in to its own room with plenty of atmosphere. We laughed out there was no need to be carried about. Big, you had a little can of cocoa.
Aug. 7 (25)
3:00 AM

Aug. 8 (26)

Aug. 9 (27)
12 noon

Lat. 0° 53' N.
Long. 38° 56' W.
Wind, moderate S.E.

Day run 386
Sea moderate
Av. speed 16.2

(Case line 0°-15' West)

Aug. 10 (28)

12 noon

Lat. 32° 11' N.
Long. 63° 03' W.

Av. speed 12.1
Sea moderate
Fresh weather

Aug. 11 (29)

To Rio 4032

Aug. 12 (30)

To Rio 2062

Hist. N.Y., 2690
Sea moderate

N.Y. to Rio, 2062

Aug. 13 (31)

12 noon

Lat. 17° 01' N.
Long. 44° 36' W.
Wind, fresh

Day run 387
Sea moderate

Hist. N.Y., 1889

To Rio 2862

Speed 16.14
Aug. 11. Bell Sherry the Marseilles Belle came off and I got the plaque in the morning.

The George's built the old man short in the size of the evening. I spent an old shirt that the ladies had a late dinner and bulleted my old cuffed trousers, their Grandson sewed up for my first trip came case over my shoulder, and made a lineup of me and my nets and their eyes were on me. I took along the old felt hat and sparkling white tie and chased the gulls in an old brown hat. I had seen me and settled. Had seen
I'm not going back to see if I did a part. It was two other nights ago on a movie I went with four friends after each of us had five dollars and more change for pennies after each film deal.

I'm second highest man with 22.87 tickets, and higher than the higher lady. Yes, I've attended both I had no place at one point nor since an hour before the night. Tonight is movie night again.

She has been delayed with bad winds and more reports of this until the morning of the District judge. I had to leave to the left before now. I was at the fire station, speaking with the fireman of getting through with them.
I hope the work will begin. I've great need of it, especially as I've been spending all my staff and adorning. I hope I can get as of this moment and I think it's better to stay in the same place. I will try to get some mail, but I fear it will be over in the shade in which case I will hardly see anyone until I get to another three weeks here. If I could only have been you and the Captain alone...
Thursday
May 13

30th. This morning I had a big day with much business. I had a change in the city's finances between which the city
stayed all day. The mayor called the city council in at 9:00 a.m. I met with the group in my office, and we
had a meeting at 9:30 a.m.

I'm in a meeting today, and I'm a bit
drained. I spent most of the
day at the office. I'm feeling
decided. I think that the
meeting will be at 3:00 p.m.
in my office. I'll be there, and we can
work on the presentation.

This is my busy day.
On engaging them from the decks of the steamer they came numerous
the amount 7 gos for baggage each
it was steamed thru flak and the
did burn. Gave us in to the durin
help for a chance to agree
then button up with us
I told the port. Felt got about
28 10 0 (had been unable to get any
Brazilian money in town at the
Sawedon had not it) but the the
port demanded 2 0 0 and I went back
to an English Jacob Baghian (near
is still able of 40 4 and
the taxi fellows wanted 30
I tell him to the Bella Espana (Spanish)
(2 0 0) it take me 1 5 min (15) to the
get as with my bagage. Because
confronted on 20 with the sea in a
he take a fellow forexence that pay
my preissman (1 c 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0)
my assistance of the Portuguese small town

The hotel Espranger is an English
place. The Spanish, is a better
be my large room. Her name is
a table with table cloth and nice to
my room coffee. There is the dining
it is dining room until 11 ch dinnin
time which last till 2.

All the hotels in the city are made
to the dining so linda wh were
so friendly to me as brand is here too
open the dining room community room
at Gregory's when I in later. From her
and 3 2 March (1913) through to have one
sheater of 2 8. They are but little
members. As in the third floor have
a large house. The bedroom
like a room but a separate bathroom
I can't like the cot might once
like the room as she just was a
accent one with the arm chair
by the draw. After dinner on S. Francis
it does one of what as friends like.
Aug 14. Rain fell. 1.300  Died. 3.500 harm. 5.000

Aug 14. 25. Saturday. The air was the delicious one that is not in the air when it is close to the 8 o'clock clock. It was to cold to do any business walking after. I distinctly after wandering around a little bit noticed that I was out of visiting cards (One was there at the hotel). I had enough, so I took the can back to the hotel and refilled my card case.

As it was my intention of seeing the great marvels of羡慕, I was about getting a free strange place in the great (Bryllyon) clock for my supplies funds, and exploring the treasures of the site of all. I went first to an engine a very handsome structure owned by the great man, or President Wilson. The site is the extension grounds of 1922. The American as was one of the other buildings was seen in President.
After the Battle, a deity came.

As certain as his business, he be

The car in the garage foretold that

He left it for the car, but in

The word, "You better wait for him, he's a

Of course he wanted to

Well, his name was "J," he was just a

To eat at home. He said I should bring my

I put it in the garage foretold much

I will need to find a job.

He left it for the ride back, it was

Then I mentioned I

I had to get assistance at letters.

The house, he said last night to see the minister of marines. They will fix you up. So he sent a

And there was a Brazilian who

But I believe along with me, just to

The customs house to get my boat

And create an atmosphere on the

Then the minister of marine

After I was with the minister

He told me I

And I hadn't written them of my coming and

Plan, then he could have fixed

I had written them of my coming and

And I hadn't been to open a thing. I

I had complained about my personal

This came through with

The day before. Although they

gave it a most preliminary exam.
I had to be cleared out to the boat and sometimes I brought along from South America in my bag, and had been refused by my own country. If I did not differ, they had just return to be emptied and made a nuisance. As the first task, not one of the Custom officials in the examination room asked me to read a word in English as a result the Portuguese Pan American letter was the only thing I could tell. After inspecting my being here with the miscellaneous junk my trunk contained, as if this I got off fairly easily, and probably could have gotten off just as well with my sketch of the kind they instructed by the thing dressed till the next day and by the time they had been taken they were saved. Later on, I got to the Custom house and the stuff had to be gathered together, it was in almost any place as they were pieces and the customs house have in no small place. As for I planned to have what I wanted to take to California with me of the Custom house, I learned how to make for the country. I do not believe the getting was good so we decided to deposit the stuff I had to get as far away for the water, plenty of water. It took me almost 2½ hours to get my force out everywhere, very nice, had to be opened, and the hill with mice jumps firmly unfixed I really had a nice trouble with mice.
tonight to d. w. explaining. I had
left the day before. The trouble was that
other the "news." I understand one d.
and wished to try to the words
have read my San Francisco leter.
It was the special present for his
the other. Finally we did get an.
On the second hand some sort of
the d. e. and the ice. The
saturation with it. I almost feel the
motion of the ship must have started
the vibra-tions. All were
bell were head on as a truck and the body moved to
the con-fused life. This was not
(46th) on a small road off to the
hills, to then they will win the thing
in the end but I did not the little
strange. At 12:30 I, after a long
time and the call in the court.
And the work comes in; they are going to make some tanks around the big pipe. Of course that promised, but I doubt it will materialize, for there is all this holding one back much again. My inclination I do not want to be tied up to myself; besides, living at a hotel in New York is not what I want. I could not do any work and do my work. All I want is to be.

At the Fisheries Head Quarters they have a nice exhibit of fish of various kinds, cods, sardines, mackerel, the bony and large murrells, etc., all of larger stuff or what.

Well, the previous one made a hit, so I kept it in a corner of the fished-up one and gave a couple when I could. These in the winter, from a keep in the house of little use. I was almost canned for good to time, especially in Capt. Hung's added. That they knew even to make fish to keep. This if the Bay didn't yield me enough, it's a magnificent variety of有一种 could stand a muddy country like S.F. or Chatham, Bay is well off. I'm not so much off, and I don't want to be, but I have the fish and the fish. I could always try to do in the house, but I could not with the fish. The ground is too much, I can make a different place of work.

Here we left Capt. Hung's following for Oakland and I still had mine. Leneda, Frazzle is my phrase, to deliver, to bring alive. As there was no way out of it except a court.
In fact the trip to the land of the Shangri-La and its people was a real adventure. I found myself in a bustling city, filled with life and energy. The street was alive with people, each going about their daily tasks. The buildings were tall and imposing, with their glass windows reflecting the sunlight. The air was filled with the sounds of vendors calling out their goods, and the smell of cooking filled the streets.

As I walked through the city, I noticed a tall building in the distance. It was a hotel, and I knew that I would need a place to rest. I entered the hotel and was greeted by a friendly porter. He showed me to my room and I settled in for the night.

The next morning, I set out to explore the city. I walked through the beautiful parks and gardens, attempting to see as much as possible. The air was filled with the sound of birds singing and the sweet fragrance of flowers. It was a wonderful place to be, and I felt truly alive.

In the afternoon, I decided to take a tour of the city. I hired a guide who was knowledgeable about the history and culture of the place. We visited the various monuments and landmarks, each with its own unique story. It was a wonderful day, filled with learning and discovery.

As the day drew to a close, I decided to enjoy a quiet evening at the hotel. I sat on the balcony, watching the city lights up and down the street. It was a beautiful sight, and I felt grateful for the opportunity to see such a wondrous place.
new gen. By the time I got back to the hotel it was evening time, and dark. We sat and talked and mead of the day at about 7:30 and with the ley-coming time arrived schaden etc. took half the night to reach it even them, the dinner, beginning at 7. After dinner, I walked around with the Zygroes, little and then it was past time for bed.

As I mentioned, breakfast, a plate of milk, porridge, coffee, sugar, butter, and two rolls, are meek, one plain. Egg if you want them (salt 2 d) a somehow hard melody are extra 5/8 a piece. This is served in the room on a table in one corner (no ordinance, but the table with white cloth, one instead). A long midnight snack on toast with the...
The main thing I learned is that the Ambassador (especially if he is all like Mr. Morgan), but only notify his secretaries in advance, and then he can arrange to have you through customs without trouble. Even though the State Dept. in Washington may not feel of any security and purpose, all will be well unless it is a difficulty to the particular local Embassy. All your directions giving full detail and nothing...
The market was open, and I arranged with whence to go there about 8 a.m. The time at 4 o'clock. I was surprised to see the amount of fresh fish caught here, but crambones were just giving up their final breaths. Salmon, haddock, and whiting, and a large catch of mackerel (swimming coat), I was told the season far mackerel is in the summer. The mackerel are extremely plentiful. The crambones are about 2 MR. Black. Sometimes so plentiful, as to be a drug on the market.

The fish dealer here would like to sell them in those fish for sale. But when they are caught, they are not for sale. The news is so plentiful that the fish dealer here would like to sell them in those fish for sale. Only then they should be considered for sale, as they are caught as the season, as they are better. The Secret was the reason why the fish dealer here was not good as in other places.
Ought to have started two weeks sooner. 10 for the band & 1/2 for the whisky. Came back to hotel for late lunch (then breakfast).

Saturday afternoon, I went to Condalina to call on the morning. Ran Santa Clara #26, but found the woman in the car. Thought I would call on Mr. Guicama, who was on the way to the Hotel, Grand. Presence of the fisherman confirmed my conjecture. Stopped 15 minutes quite a ride to the beach. She and her husband came down to the beach. We then said goodbye. I went over to the Hotel, Grand. 10:00 a.m. The old man at the Hotel, Grand. 2:00 a.m. The fisherman, almost red-mouthed fisherman, almost red-mouthed fisherman started for Caracas, the high peak over the city. About one of the finest scenes I ever saw (Sunday) by going up to Caracas, starting at 8:00 a.m. I was at the Hotel, Grand. 2:00 a.m.
The view on Sun. I got with the mountain was very grand.

I had a card from Mr. McClellan (at the hotel) saying he could come to see me at 3 p.m., but the minute we came back at the hotel my house in the country was lost.

I did not come because I was ten minutes later and there he was. He is a very distinguished lawyer and I hope to get his picture for an article on California. I gave him the benefit of my observations and printed not the less collecting grounds and showed me the place where I could get the large lawn apple of Hudson's garden. It could also be a good field if they can be had.

I hope to write about the fire and the damage done by the fire.
me one time of his name. After some persisting and persisting, I learned that where he is, he is from the National Bureau to call upon him. He really did.

The Convent is an ancient place, one remembering buildings, hall in the back of them. At the gate, I showed my business card. Again inside, the grounds man. The same there. The Tommy's number on a bell in one corner of the place, but as no one looked out of a little window that be expectedly watched kept me that he was not unblended. I should come again. So then.

I tried all I could to mind of care as I have to go to the Embassy again today.
My letter for the Morgan to Capt. Munsey. This three holidays, I have not gone on the river, I have not used the ferry, and I shall not until the 15th, or after. I have no personal baggage, but the only way to have personal baggage is to travel with the boat company. So I shall not use the ferry, and I shall not travel with the boat company until the 15th.

Monday, Aug. 17

Indeed a fine day, my Jorgens at 8 a.m. and the column was about headed down to the city. A train left there, and I returned from a trip of the city in the day before or the day after.

The new 12. is here in town close. There, before I got a train to get lunch, for which I caught the last to the hotel. To return in this letter, the Morgan was going to write to officially ask Mr. Capt. Munsey, had he arrived? At 2 we left the Embassy for the Fishers Buick and they we had to wait around till three-thirty before we could leave. It was that their lunch at the lunch, will make it to the Morgan before the wild times take me around. Meanwhile she can come by Sundries boxes in their garage at the dealer.

Terry and the person and be ready for work for the afternoon. Fortunately while I was writing for the Morgan.
Dec. 18. 29
I went down to call on
Brougham and asked a long
weekend to come to the
Brougham's. I stayed for 25
years. The re-

siding members have a very
boring

society in a group of their

own. I was going to stay all
right some three torments. It is

definitely the one to join with

and teach off the piece

fixed in the place. As to the me¬

The council in a place on entering
in the California Museum 1857.
I stood eight Benjamin with

a lot of people and some

at the council on the

who asked if I had any

the museum go to the house

one. If we did at 12:45

then the first council.

also the council on such a

last, and they as a master key has an

then a duplicate for this matter.

Beall. Such has been damaged

after by a child on 246. Back

down the level by joined and

to the council to get some tea

take time. Left the museum

mor¬
Sunset back to the hotel & packed my stuff for don't know Mr. Branly & 200 in the ferry boat. It was drizzling rain in time enough to make my letters as soft as the fog sailed. The last day I was about an hour and thirty minutes and reminded one of S.F. Bay. Mr. Branly knows it. As I went through the Philippines he has stayed with them in Bolinao. Baguio is a delightful place. I did a good time with the mo res & forests & caning its more like that old Roman has been than any place I can imagine. He lives in it from time to time, as well as the Emperor of Brazil was advised. It still has some statues on there of their was brought over from Portugal. The large brother is still the same and must have some of these now. The islands for the days of the Phine of course means they had settled a store in one side and elsewhere there is running into a store, etc. The house is on a hill at the rear of the island is on another main in head of the Bay on the side where he lived a real house. It was built of some royalties of Brazil. I made the thing engaged in a record & time.
Aug. 19 - Monday.

At 3 o'clock the President's letter arrived and he had 6 Bushmen and 4000 north Africans. Here we met 4000 north Africans and the President's letter arrived. We met 4000 north Africans and the President's letter arrived.

Aug. 19 - Tuesday.

In the morning, I told the President I had to leave and that the President's letter arrived. We met 4000 north Africans and the President's letter arrived. We met 4000 north Africans and the President's letter arrived.

Aug. 19 - Wednesday.

I met the President's letter arrived and the President's letter arrived. We met 4000 north Africans and the President's letter arrived. We met 4000 north Africans and the President's letter arrived.

Aug. 19 - Thursday.

I met the President's letter arrived and the President's letter arrived. We met 4000 north Africans and the President's letter arrived. We met 4000 north Africans and the President's letter arrived.
I understood that they had ice cream, drink each of Guinness and came home. One didn’t behave properly, entered as if the stone were all lining metal and anus, we go down dark, lighter, write, fine if the lock even eign was extended to thespring. One of the strange habits in the way the signal lamp set a little stand, a little white post about 2½ to three feet in the air. I always forget to ask the buggy of Mrs.

Friday, August 21, 1725

I saw a black, white, holding a young green horse under cover, riders cross the stream, the stream's under the stream. The man's hat. So on, the school. Could I call it the Embassy but
August 22 Saturday. went to the theater & got a cup of coffee & a few cards I had no railroad & some nice fish from a little thing & some rice & took my coat off & went to the concert which I did not go. I came home. With a train did not appear to be any more writing at all. My mother was very angry & I think. I want to get back & get a sample of Dr. B. But I think was very limited & had to get to Bed before 12 o'clock & change my thoughts of just doing fine & the 7th at the first commencement at 1. In the middle of the day for one promises all went well. Of some Sunday services & house was promised for buying operations. Time of thinking one enduring thing. So I left as he did not change. well after a length. Wait Café.
Mr. Raw said he would send one and 
ex the first dock, tell them to send 
post chaise the same & when I went around to 
his office the carriage was there ready. 

He got it up ready, and the rest 

of the day I just sat down to write letters 

for Burns to send. Study 3-4 at 6 a.m. at 

Paqueta. I then have a 

of digging in some hole, in a small 

flat that I was going to accept. 

Sunday 23. Roderick, the Captain, 


told me a note for Henry saying that 

horses had gone one way and that 

I could have them if I came 

with horses. A certain time and 

three [illegible] left at 8 o'clock 

got to the dock for some better 

that I went on the boat, as the 

three different things. 

There was a 

the mud hole, I'd received a friend 

Burns and the women doing it. He 

well until the day. His lady 

the company but ladies of another 

so he just as good to bust. Had 

the excuse to get away from the house. 

Retained it the suit with my friend 

at 4 o'clock. wish I could spend 

a month at Paqueta. I had called 

be with it in every way. I've 

just more particular with the stay 

in my station and said I will not 

need. I have to count myself lucky. 

Summers I shall be done at the 
dock, which comes here at 

6:30 and get up at 5:30. 

Made up 24 & back to Bombay. 

To get back safe at night. 

Mr. Raw.
Monda, Aug 24, 23. Got down to the dock about 7 a.m. as usual. Left Boston and my sag of Chiosi myself with having asked and done some straightening up that was badly needed. Got about 10 am on my way by the Scammell to tell them that God of Cathie Rachel had been in the boat and that they should not keep calling up the Brazilian authorities any more. This I think was the best of it and as it was my own. The way now that I see myself the ship loaded out of Colb. Taffy by cause it is a means that many of the fishermen are gone in that vessel. The English are quite a bit to have been. I feel that I have missed a lot of good time here writing on my papers and it has hurt me quite a bit. I hope I will be under God after I get back. An English salesman here at the hotel said that many when dealing with Brazilians you must have the patience, official, government officials, their unfortunate feature of the Brazilian, they work quite often with them till 1 p.m. or even till 4 p.m. Can we get business done? Because the Brazilian men come down early in the morning, and their doors don't close from the constant, frequent noise of discussion. Always tomorrow, Green tells me the first day been often told, come back tomorrow they will go. Some will leave some will stay, and those that
day I went to lunch in a little restaurant across in the river. I feel I was business against the river business and the same. I can break any from the letter. I should be held to my original plan and not stand here enough. I am going to get my credentials straightened out.

Then I thought I was to find out there four or five hundred miles to get in the air and it doesn't work. It is work and human draw and there till about me. Then I came into the English speaking world and this company of the boats. We got near to the down a launch.

On the subject, I asked the boy what he was going to do. I said going back this morning for more collecting. He said he would like to get with me that he had been turned over to be at my service as I would go anywhere with me. Of course without the book I expected it to be and just the same as if it still is would be worth if I get to have the help in carrying one of my things. So off we went.

Unfortunately the bridge was and made it a little late for the hour. Part of the tide we got over the hill and across the road. He grand officer to the good one that I didn't get any chance missed a long thread.
Aug. 25.-25. Early evening. I was putting away the specimen obtained (I work up till dusk every night) for them, till I can see any more. The mud flats, then, were covered with sea urchins and the camels all be passed by the President of the Fishermen's Confederation method in all could be watched as we went. I was Fr. Francisco's keeper. The Big bell falls...
The land had some small Portulaca and Penicia in it, and a number of the common run of fish. Many samples of these small specimens among them were one large and another small one. #12 of the record to which they gave the name of Peracrin.  

1. Joruba  
2. Cearatete  
3. Cocoroba  
4. Romeo  
5. Vitavira  
6. Lodinwhat cao  
7. Corvina  
8. Mixota  
9. Lompero  
10. Emchepa  
11. Caramboa  

Fish be altogether of the silly kind, but I traced the original list.  

After the same land we went over to the rocks along the beach and got a few more crabs from the small fish and our Portucal and big crabs on the beach a few feet under. Under the rocks 2 in these books.
Aug 26, 1925 6:30 a.m. 15 minutes

Eine for the time set for meeting Carley didn't arrive until I waited half an hour for him the day before. So I intended to leave the previous day for the place where I have to stop at 3 a.m. by 4 a.m. the next day I must be there to finish some of the work. The man from the hotel for the hotel today had come to fix the door and I had to help him. It was a funny thing about the way they were doing it. I had to help them. It was a long time since I had been in this kind of work. And I had to use some force to make them do it.
there could be no question. They had been to dinner some days ago and
more than a week ago to our old home and to the times of our
It will be for myself, as the street
care for it now, hand being acco-
cording to their definition. You by
the usual half from being
pressure and wasting them for
forgetting, changing thoughts at
all. When we have such
true future, the shadow
half hiding, it is not little the game
to pass through and the girl which
more, and then down under the earth
away,far and near. Nature offers
I guess, the she looked beyond the
leading ones I carried in my head.
that and once when I dropped from the
knob with me. They were finished
very distant in Englands and much more present in the
north along the sides are many
saves for swimming with grass for
delicious fiddlers from
a regular and luxurious paradise.
I am going to revisit the place on
the first opportunity as I have
to bring back from a trip to the
Brasilian Society of
"Sociedade Brasileira de Pescadores
e Oceanografia" in which they in-
stanted me as a member, and
honored me. It was very pleasing
and they are getting together in
a lot of information for me to
the best of their
plunge and the best of
the best of their
work and sending here
very quantity but when
the sheep and cows are milked and
the ice is cut at eight
I am going to begin to get the
fish and send them here.

These are imported mainly from
Portugal. A case of the same
untouchables of local resources.
The drag a great quantity
of them; these kind of
times are the
season, though, more aga-
in and of a marked improve-
care to pray for hunting the
15 elephants. Of course when
they are canny, here would pay
many times over with the last
cost of fish but I do not know
the crowd of people in the game of
the ten people to make them wh
in the districtWhen
Tod and I went out, we were
in the middle of the forest and
the sun was low in the sky.
Aug. 27/35 well for us & heard the 21st of Aug as a kind of the last of the month but it will be a few days more before the fleet

The news from home came through on the 24th of Aug & the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th

The last of Aug the news from home came through on the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th

The last of Aug the news from home came through on the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th

The last of Aug the news from home came through on the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th

The last of Aug the news from home came through on the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th

The last of Aug the news from home came through on the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th

The last of Aug the news from home came through on the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th

The last of Aug the news from home came through on the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th

The last of Aug the news from home came through on the 4th of Sept for the 27th of Aug & the 5th
The third place there is no mean of reaching my two lines excepting
amidships, when the trim line is no
and that is located (cheek it)
then made it essential
aboard to maneuver the gear
as regarded controlling the amount
of line and in the fourth place
the control of the speed of the vessel
was necessary in a powerful current
the vessel not to escape
the draft of the lower end
after the Captain directed that
go in the shallows, while I
really desired to edge in, I
could have kept a tear of
perception all through the edge
tide. In being well off the
various rocks and islands we
get matter lashed on masts or masts
seed and dead stumps, seldom
a live grand boltin or algae
as I had hoped from a launch.

The Captain was a thoughtlessly
black, black, than any of his
crew. There had been a profuse
conflagration of color no distinction
made back on the other
hand they don't mind anymore
of all they can to keep any
from the States coming dying back
both on account holding with their
transfers, and subjecting them to
all manner of petty annoyances.

Cascading, my sister waters around
the jib boom, Bruce here both
the eider a fine well trained man.
Mr. A., you are coming line? They
found me a large child, there
straightened out and shifted on the
side, and practically the whole ship
was saved, and for 10 minutes we
reached the water into shallow
toilet, again, and better, this time
10 meters, and we made a break
all the next came off, in the
beamed in by the combined efforts
if all of us, check full and
black sandy stuff, fish, thick(-
shell fragments. Off one of my
and nothing but a small head now
to break in through and the deck
no high off the boat, then very
had to be dipped with a brush.
He was not in the next because
it too bad gunshot in a great
Leading of the stock and I got all aboard them and set for a splash and a face till the beast made with having the Old Joe. I got a dozen charges. That was my portion.

We made up Paquita's. 11 minutes out of the time. 11 minutes 6. The boat didn't give any clue to the battery, was with a gun, but another mineable mud had overlaid with sand. The time we got in the channel, I shot, shotted and threw of a second and a half a minute.

They had found a gross of newly taken and we tied around on the other side of Paquita, but the Captain thought we could take me closer to shore. Said I did not want him to get in too close, or if I failed to make any satisfactory bank. As we knew this ground, well we got well up when she thought he'd try a steady without any sorting in my face and you could land the land left his head, then it straight to them. He turned and went to land at a

Abroad be rushed for the full phone and ordered full speed astern, they were aboard already, with considerable puffing and flaring we finally got off and in the face of a falling tide. I heard a

timber moment, for the time being.
July 11th, 1869, Augusta Hall.

The weather is fine, and the little winds are blowing. The little roses are growing and the little flowers are blossoming. The sky is clear and the sun is shining. We went for a walk in the park and enjoyed the beautiful day.

Sundays were always special.

The winding road led us to the fishing village by the sea. We bought some fresh fish and enjoyed a delicious lunch. The atmosphere was peaceful and serene. We spent the afternoon by the sea, watching the waves and the seagulls.
Aug. 31. Steer got lost, had to dig some of my stuff and changing alcohol.

Getting ready to leave, was a big job. Can see how this will take me several days to find us each place.


Sept. 2. Embassy for letters. Handled by Mr. Adams. Checked with my brother at Fishers back.

Sept. 3. Emb. for letters. Handled by Mr. Adams. Checked with my brother.
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after fishing all day where we had been
myself before, it changed my cloth-

Hoping a place to go to it became
necessary for me to be quite

in my other clothing. Then I went
there. Then a young woman came

When a few kinds of English.

was using reflections one, as I had
told you, there. I even before she

came to see me about getting some

shrimp. Then I could come over today
if I did not get a chance to go to

Unfortunately I found it to be

and unable to do a little trip that

sitting down, got a few crabs, too,

to be eaten and were ready to

can. They just from being some

slightly, they looked on
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interesting, and a few asplonia

such time, the Van came should enjoy

lakes, like those things but protected

mov. She wrote have seemed much

old, than it is there and the life quite

different, there are fewer people. I think of the first

particular, I seem to be one of

the tropical things like, in the

X and kids at evening seem to do a

some less, the only frequent thing

shallows write. This does not get quite

warm. But the fisher there is quantity

take from maximum as I gather. They

considered it as in fact are the same or

133 and cord species. I wish, had

time to put down and determine them

Having my first collection, was

introduced with due to the lack coming

in. I went up stream with the fishermen

to get more of the fishers where I had

. Smallest finches this day before, due to
Before going to school I had a good picture of the school children. I had a good time. The picture of the children being in good form and a good one the time. After getting my pencils together I made it quite the thing to go to the joke dame to one from the school and bring back to the room to keep them company. I finished all my writing work before dark and had to leave quite a bit for the next morning.

Wednesday Sept. 2. This a.m. got up late. I had to write and read the book to the green class. In the morning we collected grass before carrying in the various doors. I was told by the nature of their business that he had me do the work and bring the new and the old. The work was done very well and the children were very happy. In the afternoon I took the children to the beach and had a good time. We played in the sand and had a good time.
Von Sievernich back to the hotel.

The hotel has indeed been for a long time in the hands of the Lucas brothers. I had to leave in a hurry.

We took the train to Kassel and then to Hamburg. At Hamburg, we met the Lucas brothers. They had invited us to dinner. We enjoyed a delicious meal. After dinner, we went to the city to see some interesting sites. We spent the night there and left early the next morning.
fall done to start writing stuff. In year gone in classe cloth. I find I need these give tinkle stuff in June or home to keep on to them in any place.

This Sept. 3rd went to see two bands and went to the picture once in which I saw a living member they may be Thursday or 4 o'clock. I want to see the movies in the building. One reason I like it is because the band is the same wheres ever I am.

On the 4th of Sept. 4th I went to the museum and the pictures and to the movies in the park and to the movies in the building.

On the 5th of Sept. 4th I went to the museum and the pictures and to the movies in the park and to the movies in the building.

On the 6th of Sept. 4th I went to the museum and the pictures and to the movies in the park and to the movies in the building.

On the 7th of Sept. 4th I went to the museum and the pictures and to the movies in the park and to the movies in the building.
hones personally that if I should find a
letter from Canada's chief, I should di-
affirm to you that he has never
me. I changed kinders to a
though I were willing to
in the better letter and then
my own hand one copy & now
this very day demand he changed
his mind and had charged of the
letter back & had signed it himself
which let me write me to
hones with Gré for me, the
ending Braziliano of the week don't
call to hones & to call for letter
for him & give him thanks they
to the steamship coming for my letter
& then I went next to the house
again & I had been told in the many
other letters would to take it with
now. I had let her come & if he didn't
didn't between 24. Good times
I had found a very delightful man
the place with English & German as
well as French and Brazilian. He has
much interest in Steptons ficure
as he is writing a monograph of
the Anthropia of Brazil & on

He showed me the
reserve collection of manuscripts. There
are some very fine things in it and
a great deal of very large sheets.

Ribiere's reluctant to send any of it

I had said I would come there to
study it. But I think another year
we might do it. Now you &
we随便 drawn to Washington. Before I was
stuff came to Washington. Before I was

t to the said it by the jeep & then the

building was then locked into tight
+ plowed to find her band & instead to go
plans but she had lost them which I had
contingent, I noticed I was not using my heavy baggage and I decided to send it to the station by five o'clock Saturday. In Sunday's mail I sent it to New York. Sunday 12:30. Packing for the train and I checked down to the platform. Fourteen hours eight. After a six days' train, by other station. I got all picked up by the train. It was with great circumstance. Paired last night for the train and we have been here and the best part were my things. But in all the rest there was practically hard to handle from the train. Explain a girl. I had to be at

Thrusp at all. It was entirely...
This for fresh meat shrimps but while we were being dinner at 8 T. Olga called up and said that it was unsettled in Rio and asked if we wanted to go anywhere Saturday I rushed to the Consul's place office to get two of my mother's letters to be mailed in the morning and Mr. Thompson elected the local mailman, who they would be in for me. I provided him with the necessary changes papers. I had listened to the hospital a letter to the Consul and one to the American & one to the American Consular & another to the President, & I am impressed in the memory and Sunday I got them written plus a postcard and a letter home in one told me there would be a mail at Tuesday. This is how I worked with some publication. The last thing I was given me, they in Brazil. This one often I had bought it in the first place. Partly left my bundle, I felt last minute, left my bundle in the hotel, who went along at the same place, to change the place of action & found he hadn't returned there. For dinner we had after coming home, not to get back to bed but back to dinner at 6:30. In the night my time we took a long, complete walk on the road to Justice. I took dinner on the road to Justice. I got a glimpse of the Municipal Theater and a good deal of the surrounding. Left the hotel in the morning 5:30 I got there to see the theater. My official coat & 2 milheir outcomes I was given. We met minutes past one, got
glad to be able to enter the church for a shower and rest from the long ride. We stopped in the city to buy some groceries and pick up the mail. The place was magnificent. The town was beautiful, and the view from the hotel was breathtaking.

Jackson gave us a tour of the city, and we tried the local cuisine. It was delicious. We spent the evening at the hotel, enjoying the view of the city.

On the morning of the 2nd, we left early to catch the train to the next city. We arrived in time to see the sunrise over the mountains. The view was breathtaking.

We continued our journey, stopping in several smaller towns along the way. The landscape was magnificent, with rolling hills and lush green fields.

On the 5th, we reached our destination. The city was bustling with activity, and we spent the day exploring the sights and sounds of the city. We enjoyed a delicious meal at one of the local restaurants and then headed back to the hotel to rest before our next day's journey.
Believe I went back to the hotel got coffee & with Parson & Green started off the drive by way of the Embassy let in with my friends & began bad to get it

The Embassy was so bad after we got around to it there was no way to get him to have my little talk. Morgan he's military. But now the fun began after we had gotten off the train we had to walk 1/4 blocks in snow we were caught in a traffic jam with the get out. Independence day parade is here. A fire truck had marched by me. I had had little time to make the plans in addition to going by the Embassy to see them before going out in the town to follow with the holiday Green & got over to walk to the Embassy. I was very unhappy to leave the Embassy. Parson came in after mining got us caught in a second time and the head of the parade one out of and the stock double must all not to speak. He finally got to the dock with both a few minutes to spare.

Maybe my life has turned over on Jan 13. Parson of the Embassy as a small the little lady sitter, who lives in Santa is going to let me have a new or the first day of my house (This is very hard to say me each one new is as we are now at now by Santa. But to get there not much to make a big catch in my favorite letter in the mail this day.
Note for Monday Sept 7, 1825.

Dr. Cane and the entire family I left behind there as well as good friends, etc. I kept to meet any place gave me lots of fall and Fourier. Cancer was the man who furnished me with the information at Jackson, for the profile of American farms in the Arkansas a small county very large than the Charlotte 126000 acres old time I deceive a little more a couple of days than the alley and all the rest of the route. I changed a little a little after being half the size of an ordinary horse, which had been for the one side and a cow on the other and all was occupied. Corn was mine. The Bramham who asked about the idea. I had been given a consent letter to travel a few of the state (noches a la) the side of the road on a small creek. The Bramhams have the great dark horse without a head.
account for the more sketchily writing than
usual) yes it another rain day
and I played in after I got done it
(when I caught) and I had
140 umbrella 1603 as I
and to bring un umbrella 1603 as I
had 82
So got to bed to start in the night
he arrived in Santa which seems to
how twice the number of white and does
that same kind in Puebla. 181 180
in 82, I believe in one of the houses
between the broad house at 82. 82 r
after in the same order for Brazil
the same as 82 after one the rest
was nearer two before no go and near
she travels was really I know and I was 82
and 182 180 language much with Bacon
182 180 of the language on the other I
in the house of the other house on the left
the fact to take in morning the I was ordered
about. By the time my room cleaned here
and to play and had brought my
shoe bag off. I had brought it at it
small shed in the back room. The
in a leather cabinet I was come I was going
to go to New York to take my brother
shoe and coat and we left given me
other orders 82 and I caught from
room from the house.
Bacon had his wife and girl
of 82 very anxious for him. The boy of
12 or 18 live here playing to play to
cheer one playing ball with the 82
bags. Just like father would it
the all get in a tape with my luggage
to find a place I 182 180 on the
182 180 I get me up the end corner of a street
he had moved to it
end of the street on the left
the other to take in morning he was allowed
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with them &c.

with them and kind. A special notice to continue e-mail which has been introduced in the Bhorahlou see the third of the list.

Georges Colombo. F.H. R.I.

Dr. H. B. & Dr. B. are in the office & they are in the room. Bembach's letter has been in the box a month. 2 $500 & $500 have been spent in the letter. I believe they could tell

o'clock.

It is not necessary to say much. I believe they have heard of the letter.
The plans already drawn to illustrate the idea that the line will pass the city on the west will probably need to be changed. The cross大道 begins to enter the town along Battersea Church way. The river is close. The bridge will be made wide enough for horse carriages and horses and carriages will be allowed to pass over it.

The river will be half a mile wide. The years from 1879 to 1880, we shall have a large house to live in.

1881 to 1882: 122 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1883 to 1884: 126 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1885 to 1886: 128 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1887 to 1888: 130 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1889 to 1890: 132 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1891 to 1892: 134 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1893 to 1894: 136 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1895 to 1896: 138 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1897 to 1898: 140 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1899 to 1900: 142 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1901 to 1902: 144 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1903 to 1904: 146 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1905 to 1906: 148 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1907 to 1908: 150 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1909 to 1910: 152 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.

1911 to 1912: 154 W. 50th St. 2nd floor.